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This lavish bathroom features marble
ess “train,” more “boutique
flooring with a classic, black & white
hotel on rails,” Cruise Train will
cost about $50 million to develop theme. After getting primped and
ready for the evening, guests can head
and is the brainchild of Japan’s JR
East Railway company, in collaboration on over to the dining car where one
glass of champagne will have them
with designer, Ken Okuyama, whose
forgetting that their romantic, white
resume includes designing eyewear,
furniture, and even Ferraris. His talent tablecloth restaurant is in motion.
The real “wow” factor lies in the two
for producing sleek, innovative (and
glass-encased observation areas
sometimes futuristic) design is what
by Real Estate Results CEO, Michael Sheargold
located on either end of the train—an
makes this train in a league all its
eye-opening way to experience the
WITH A 34-PASSENGER own.
countryside. Beyond being another
With
a
34-passenger
capacity,
Cruise
CAPACITY, CRUISE TRAIN
opportunity to enjoy incredible viewTrain will offer 10 carriages composed
WILL OFFER 10 CARRIAGES of both standard suites and split-level points, the central lounge area is the
COMPOSED OF BOTH deluxe suites in addition to a dining
perfect place to meet and mingle with
STANDARD SUITES AND car and lounge area. Contrary to what fellow passengers on-board
SPLIT-LEVEL DELUXE travelers are used to on the road, each The opulent transport, which will cost
about $50 million to develop and seats
deluxe suite will have a living area/loft
SUITES IN ADDITION on the top floor, a sleeping area below, 34 people, will begin running in 2017.
TO A DINING CAR and a private bathroom on the entry
Thanks to: http://www.theagencyre.
com/
AND LOUNGE AREA. level in between.

Common Sense into Common Practice…
Without a systematic method of
generating clients, you will rarely
produce outstanding sales results
consistently. Consistency in this
business is incredibly important!
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There are two main reasons why you
might not be winning more listings:

THE PRODUCTIVITY PLATFORM

You weren’t there!

Here is a brief descripton of The Productivity Platform:

The sellers didn’t know about you
– you weren’t ATT (At The Table). If
there are people thinking of selling in
your market place, and you’re not ATT,
then you remove your chances of winning that business.

GENERATING

pipeline

The sellers perceived your competition to be more capable.
Know that there are two types of
agents: Proactive - Who are agents
out in the market place, connecting,
prospecting, nurturing – making it
happen. And then there are Reactive
agents - These are agents who are
waiting for something to land in their
lap, then they’ll work on it.
Proactive agents will win the vast majority of the business because they’re
out there doing it and getting the
listings.

The base of the Productivity
Platform is Generating
If you’re great at generating you have
a hunter mindset and a hunter capability. The Generating Success that
you’re experiencing will be a combination of four pillars that leads to success and achieving your goals:
1. Prospecting – what we’re focusing
on today.
2. Nurturing – the quality of nurturing of those relationships you already
have.
3. Networking – with your Circle of
Influence (COI) and those people
who can have a significant level of
influence.
4. Marketing – not property marketing
but the type of marketing where we

REMEMBER - WHAT YOU
CONSISTENTLY APPLY
ENERGY TO WILL ACHIEVE
SUCCESS!

listing
property

listing
property

the
productivity
platform

100$ productive time
can put you as an agent and position
you in the marketplace as their agent.
The mix of all four is based on where
you are as an agent. For example, if
you are an experienced agent in your
marketplace, and you have listed and
sold 1 or 2 properties a month, that
puts you in a category that you should
have a lot of your business generation
activities coming from Nurturing, Networking and Marketing, with a smaller focus in terms of Prospecting. But
if you’re new to the business, then the
fastest way for you is to redirect some
energy into your Prospecting activity.
You can think of this like a tap. And if
you want more water in the bath, you
turn the tap on faster and if you want
less, you turn the tap back.
Pipeline is the ability to nurture those
people we already know and are connected with, that you know are selling
in the foreseeable future.
At a listing appointment, this is your
Hour of Power - being a brilliant presenter and being able to connect
and build instant rapport with different kinds of people. This is where the
flexibility and the adaptability come in.

JUST REMEMBER THAT
“A BUYER TODAY IS
A SELLER TOMORROW”.
With listings, you need to be brilliant
with your qualification process and
that will do one of two things: generate opportunities into your Pipeline or,
going to the next step and meet and
list the property. Again, two things
may happen there. Either they are not
ready and they go back into your Pipeline or go the next step and take their
property to market.
Selling has two components: a project management component, and a
people management component. With
selling, you need to be great with your
qualification process for buyer inquiries. This could be by email, phone
calls or even someone walking in.
With that in mind, let’s look at the
buyer frames that exist along the
managing, negotiating and selling
property to Hot buyers and different
areas of your Pipeline buyers.
Your Goal = At least 4 Listing Leads
per week.
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This means, your Prospecting, Nurturing, Networking and your Marketing need to be working together to
create this short term goal of 4 opportunities landing into your Pipeline
per week. They may not all be now
opportunities, a lot of them will be future opportunities. But if you have the
consistency of 4 going in per week, I
can pretty much guarantee that you’re
going to have consistency of a couple
coming out per week. Some people
may want to sell, some may renovate,
some you may not have the opportunity and some will rent the property and
move overseas.

120 Proactive Calls per
week

This may be a shocking number but
the reason for this is when you have
that momentum happening in the
business, the results coming out of
that are huge!

ALL ROADS
LEAD TO
GENERATING

You might load the front of the week
by doing 40 calls from Monday till
Wednesday. These aren’t all prospecting calls - there are so many other opportunities - if you have in your mind
when you’re doing 30 calls a week
you’re doing a great job, you need to
re-frame that mindset. You want to
speed up this part of your business
to generate the opportunities in your
Pipeline.
This will make your dialogue better; it actually takes care of itself. If
you don’t have a valid reason, at best
you’re going to sound fluffy. When you
have something valid to communicate
you come across as strong and direct
and your clients will stop and listen
to you.

Prospecting Opportunity
List

PROPERTY CENTRIC – This is the
most effective prospecting strategy
I’ve seen so far. Think of every single
one of your properties as an epicentre of prospecting success. Think in
terms of “how property centric am
I?”. Within that, you will have properties called “Priority Properties.” My
goal for you is to look at 1 or 2 Priority Properties per month and how you
can capitalise on those. What PR can
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AN IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT
YOUR PROSPECTING CALLS -

YOU MUST HAVE
VALID REASONS TO
CONTACT PEOPLE

occur with that? What prospecting
you can do around those properties?
Basically, what activity levels you can
do around this property to capitalise
on the opportunity to present it more
effectively to your marketplace and
to best position you as the agent of
choice in your marketplace.
OPENS AND BUYER ENQUIRY – as a
career agent, you want to make sure
your opens stand out! This is a key
opportunity for you to stand out and
present yourself to your marketplace.
While it is not Proactive Prospecting,
it’s Reactive - you’re waiting for people to turn up. How responsive you are
makes a massive difference to the opportunities there. Opens are your opportunity to ask: “Where are you in the
buying or selling process?” You can
start to guage whether someone is a
potential buyer or seller. Then always
ask for an email address to keep them
updated with what is happening in the
market place.
10 X 10 X 20 – When you put a property to market in a street, the Reticular
Activating System (RAS) of the owners
in that street, their awareness around
properties increases. It becomes a
discussion at dinner parties, barbecues and other social interactions.
You can capitalise on this. There are
three logical times:
Before the signboard goes up
During the campaign
Once it has sold
HOT SPOTS – you can uncover these
by using a technique called Prospecting by Driving Around. Do not drive

the same way or road to or from work.
Drive Around. You might stumble on
garage sales, renovations, and houses
being painted or prepared for sale.
HOT STREETS AND BUILDINGS –
the goal here is for you to know more
about a particular street/s than the
people living in it. You can ask the
neighbours and create a portfolio about the street. What you can do
here is a combination of Marketing
and Prospecting activity. The Marketing is literally creating the “hot street”
report. You can talk about the sale
of properties for the last 3, 6 and 12
months. Average sale price now compared to 5 or 10 years ago. It will literally be a property report. Same deal
with a particular building/s.
REVERSE MARKETING – The best at
this is the recruitment industry. They
can effectively create an opportunity where opportunity doesn’t exist.
In real estate, most agents are concerned about finding the stock versus flipping it over and finding the hot
buyers who are cashed up and ready
to go and finding them property.
EXPIRED LISTINGS - There are certain agents who are good at expiring property. Follow these particular agents. If someone is selling their
property, the assumption is they’re interested in buying. I suggest you build
a buyer relationship with the seller.
“Congratulations on your decision to
sell, typically those looking to sell are
looking to buy. I’d love to help you with
your buying needs.”

Based on the length of agent’s agreement, the goal is to know when their
agent’s agreement is expiring.
“Hey look, just wondering, how’s the
sale of your property going? Because
we’ve had some really cool results
over the last little while selling properties similar to yours.”
“There’s only 1 of 3 or 4 reasons why
your property hasn’t sold. How about I
drop in and have a chat? “
THE REASONS GENERALLY ARE:
• Price
• Presentation
• Promotion/Marketing
• Agent
PRIVATE SALES - Two reasons why an
owner decides to privately sell; they
think they can save money or they
haven’t met a great agent…yet!
Here’s some suggested dialogue:
“Congratulations on your decision to
sell. I’d love to pop over and have a
look at your property and see if there’s
any opportunities for me to refer buyers to you. Would that be ok?”
Here you can establish rapport, communicate and build a relationship
with the seller. After the first week of
opens: “We have had a property similar to yours go to market and we had
x amount of groups through our open.
How many did you have? … Hmm,
that’s interesting. Well, good luck.”
Now, do this again after another
week. And add the question: “Could
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you help me understand, is the reason
you’re selling privately is you want to
save the fee or you have not yet met a
great agent?”
They can say one of the two reasons,
or both. This is where you can ask
“Well why don’t I pop over and see
if I could help? By the way, how long
do you plan on selling this property
yourself?”
Prospecting is all about being proactive and strong in your positioning. You will have times where you hit
some objections though. So here is a
list of some disempowering beliefs,
and some empowering beliefs for you
to use.

Dis-empowering Beliefs

• I don’t have time to prospect
• The leads I get from prospecting are
not that good
• If they say No, it will hurt me
• Low self esteem
• No systematic approach
• No ideal week
• Don’t control distractions

Empowering Beliefs

• “My most important appointment
is prospecting. I do it first up every
day.”
• “I qualify all leads I generate and
have an approach to handle those
that aren’t ready yet.”
• “People appreciate a professional
sales approach and need only say

‘no’ of they’re not interested.”
• “I have a list of categorised prospects of influencers and a set approach for each category.”
There are some agents that think
there is only one skillset to being a
great agent, but it’s the wrap-around
of all these skillsets in the Productivity Platform that make you work in
a super effective way and become a
stand out agent in your market.

GO OUT THERE
AND MAKE IT
HAPPEN!

AFTER READING THROUGH THESE TIPS
AROUND POWERFUL PROSPECTING, DO YOU HAVE
A LIST OF THINGS THAT YOU ARE LOOKING TO STOP,
START AND CONTINUE?
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